
By agreeing to book UV GLOW services from Prescott Entertainment, you agree to the following 
extra terms and conditions (specific to UV GLOW) as well as our standard terms and conditions 

(specific to every performance) that Prescott Entertainment undertakes to provide you with the best 
service. 

 
-The client is responsible for the conduct of all persons attending the event. We reserve the 
right to terminate the performance should any physical/verbal abuse, or intimidating actions be 
made towards any of our staff. Under these circumstances no refund will be given. It is also the 
clients’ responsibility to ensure the products provided including UV GLOW Paint, glow sticks and 
UV balloons are used by persons attending the event in a safe and sensible manner. Prescott 
Entertainment will not take responsibility for injury involving the products provided if these 
products are being used in an unsafe manner. 
 
-Persons under the age of 7 attending a UV GLOW event from Prescott Entertainment, and using 
the extra products provided including the UV GLOW paint, must be accompanied by an adult (this 
may be the client that booked the event). All persons use these products at their own risk. 
Prescott Entertainment will not take any responsibility for accidents involving these products if 
these products are being used in an unsafe manner. 
 
-We have made every effort to display as accurately as possible the appearance and quality of our 
products that appear in our advertisement. We cannot guarantee that the products provided at UV 
GLOW events will be identical to the products advertised. This includes UV GLOW Paint. However 
we endeavour to address any concerns from the client. 
 
-It is The Clients' legal responsibility to comply with and ensure that current Health & Safety 
regulations are in place. A safe electrical supply must be provided. All outside situations 
(Marquees/Outbuildings) must be dry, undercover and made safe for electrical use and insulated 
from the ground. 
 
-The UV GLOW paints provided are easily applied, dry quickly on the skin and may last all night. 
This paint should simply wash off with water after use. The paint can also be used on clothing. The 
paint provided is cosmetically certified, and meet all requirements under the EU Cosmetics 
Directive. However all persons using this paint do so at their own risk. We do not take any 
responsibility for any personal sickness; rashes or any other type of personal damage after a 
person uses this paint. To add to this, Prescott Entertainment will not force any persons to wear 
this paint and is entirely down to the choice of the person whether they use this paint or not. 
 
-Prescott Entertainment will not take responsibility for any damage to the products we provide at 
UV GLOW Events before the event starts or during the event. It is not guaranteed that these 
products will be replaced. This includes UV GLOW Paint, glow sticks or UV balloons. 
 
-UV GLOW works best in dark venues. This is to maximise the effect of our UV lighting. It is up 
to the client to find a suitable venue and it is up to the client to ensure the venue is dark enough 
to maximise the effect of our UV lighting. Prescott Entertainment will not take any responsibility 
for the venue not being dark enough to achieve the full potential of our UV lighting. 


